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Emerging Challenges of
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The development of manufacturing tools and processes capable of precisely positioning
and manipulating nanoscale components and materials is still in its embryonic stage.
Microactuators are emerging as important tools capable of precisely positioning and
manipulating nanoscale components and materials. This paper provides a summary of
the state-of-the-art in the design, fabrication, and application of microactuators for nano-
scale manufacturing and assembly. Key characteristics and design models of electrother-
mal and electrostatic microactuators are described and compared. Specific design re-
quirements for their functionality at the nanoscale are discussed. The results demonstrate
the limitations of existing microactuator designs and key challenges associated with their
design, modeling, and performance characterization for nanoscale positioning, assembly,
and manipulation. �DOI: 10.1115/1.4001662�

1 Introduction

The development of manufacturing tools and processes capable
of precisely positioning and manipulating nanoscale components
and materials is still in its embryonic stage. Manufacturing of
nanoscale structures, devices, and systems require tools that pro-
vide highly repeatable and precisely controlled sensing, assem-
bling, and positioning of matter at the nanoscale.

Microactuators are tools that can precisely position and ma-
nipulate nanoscale components and materials. Microactuators are
defined herein to be actuators produced via standard microelectro-
mechanical system �MEMS�-based fabrication techniques includ-
ing surface and bulk micromachining, and other replication tech-
niques �1�. These actuators can perform various operations such as
grasping, pushing, pulling, positioning, orienting, and bending
with nanometer precision. For example, microactuators have been
demonstrated to grasp and bond carbon nanotubes �CNTs� �as
small as 1–3 nm in diameter� onto atomic force microscope
�AFM� probe tips �tip diameter �10 nm� for high-resolution,
high-aspect ratio imaging �2�; to manipulate and handle fragile
300 nm thin transmission electron microscope �TEM� lamella �3�;
and to precisely probe and separate biological cells/tissues �4,5�.
While these examples demonstrate the potential of microactuators
to perform nanomanufacturing tasks, the future need to assemble
3D heterogeneous nanocomponents with a high degree of repeat-
ability, accuracy, thermal stability, reliability, and throughput pre-
sents new challenges and requires further advances in research
�6�.

There are many challenges in the design, fabrication, and per-
formance characterization of microactuators for nanoscale manu-
facturing. Manipulation at the nanoscale requires positioning ac-
curacy and precision in the sub-1 nm range; thus sensing and
control schemes must be implemented that account for distur-
bances �e.g., hysteresis and thermal drift� and enable high reso-
lution and repetitive positioning �7�. Many bio- and nanomaterials
are fragile and prone to damage; thus actuators must be able to
regulate applied forces from micronewtons to nanonewtons,

which requires high-resolution force sensing and control. To date,
there exist very few microactuators with integrated contact detec-
tion and force sensing down to nanonewtons �5�. Because of the
extremely small size of nanocomponents, gravitational force is
negligible and surface and intermolecular forces such as electro-
static, van der Waals, and capillary forces become dominant.
Thus, new assembly strategies and ways of interacting with these
forces must be carefully considered for high-resolution position-
ing and repeatability in manipulation. For example, a task such as
gripping a part may not require mechanical contact as the attrac-
tive van der Waals force may be sufficient to secure it �8�. The
surface and intermolecular forces vary significantly with the op-
erating environment and material properties of the contacting sur-
faces, which makes prediction and modeling to account for these
forces difficult. Additionally, even minor deviations in the geom-
etry and/or dimensions of actuators can have huge implications on
their performance �9,10�. For example, in-plane stiffness can re-
duce by a factor of 6 for a microactuator dimension reduced by a
factor of 2, and such structural changes are coupled with changes
in resonance and vibration response �2�.

Heat-transfer mechanics at micro- and nanoscales are signifi-
cantly different from macroscale such as high spatial gradient and
transient effects �11,12�. In addition, limitations on the physical
size of the actuator, free space tool path, power requirements,
materials, and/or desired mechanical output �e.g., actuator
deflection-to-input power ratio� present a large parameter design
space. Progress has been made in addressing these issues; how-
ever, microactuators have yet to provide in the high degree of
repeatability, accuracy, throughput, and robustness required for
nanoscale manufacturing.

In light of the above challenges and issues, the purpose of this
article is to provide an overview of the state-of-the-art in the de-
sign, fabrication, and nanoscale application of microactuators.
Key issues and challenges associated with their use for nanoscale
positioning, assembly, and manipulation are discussed. The article
is organized as follows. In Sec. 2, a brief overview of current and
emerging nanoscale applications of microactuators is provided.
Section 3 describes the different types of actuation and discusses
design considerations for nanoscale applications. Section 4 sum-
marizes the state-of-the-art actuator designs, analysis, modeling,
and related challenges. The design principles and parameters af-
fecting actuator performance are briefly discussed. This is fol-
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lowed by a review of the general fabrication techniques and key
issues for microactuators including bulk and surface microma-
chining techniques in Sec. 5. Finally, Sec. 6 provides an overview
of future research directions.

2 Applications

Nanoscale manipulation and assembly are important manufac-
turing operations for nano- and biotechnology. Microactuators
have been shown to be effective at performing a variety of na-
nomanufacturing tasks including nanometer positioning, picking
and placing, patterning, characterizing nanomechanical properties
of materials, handling, transport, and assembly of nanoscale ob-
jects. In this section, a brief survey is provided, which details
nanoscale manufacturing applications of microactuators.

2.1 Nanomechanical Characterization of Nanoscale Thin
Films, Tubes, and Wires. Microactuators have been used for na-
nomechanical characterization of nanoscale thin films, tubes, and
wires. Kiuchi et al. �13� fabricated and demonstrated an electro-
static actuated nanotensile test device to measure the fracture
stress and elastic modulus of carbon nanowires. The design uti-
lized a comb drive actuator and a cantilever is used to measure
applied force. Zhu et al. �14� and Haque et al. �15,16� indepen-
dently demonstrated thermally and electrostatically actuated de-
vices for nanotensile, bending, and mechanical characterization of
nanostructures inside electron microscopes.

2.2 Nanopatterning and Assembly of Nanoscale Parts and
Components. Microactuators have demonstrated assembly of
nanoscale parts and components. Attachment of a CNT to an AFM
tip allows for high-resolution and deep aspect ratio imaging be-
cause of the small radius ��2 nm� of CNT tips �17�. Also, soft

biological samples can be imaged without damaging the sample as
carbon nanotubes are highly deformable. Although methods of
growing CNTs directly on AFM tips have been demonstrated,
controlling growth at the exact location on the tip is difficult be-
cause of the nonplanar tip geometry. However, microactuators
have been used to position CNTs directly onto AFM tips for in
place bonding, as shown in Fig. 1 �2�.

Dip pen nanolithography �DPN� is a technique of forming
nanostructures by depositing molecules attached to the tip of a
scanning probe microscopy �SPM� probe onto a substrate �18�.
Molecules flow to the substrate �see Fig. 2�a�� because of the
capillary action of the gap between the tip and substrate. By con-
trolling the SPM tip contact with the substrate by means of a
bimorph actuator �Au/silicon nitride� �19� or electrostatic actuator
�20� discrete patterns with sub-100 nm resolution can be gener-
ated �53�. Various polymers, biological compounds, nanoparticles,

metal ions, and sols can be deposited on substrates to create a
wide range of nanomaterials �21�. Also, DPN finds potential ap-
plication for fabrication of biological nanoarrays, which can be
used for virus detection and cell isolation. However, practical ap-
plication requires increased throughput and multifunctionality by
parallel arrays of actuators. Bullen et al. �22� demonstrated indi-
vidual actuation of ten thermal “active” bimorph actuators and
thus increasing the parallel writing capabilities. Thermal heating
limits application to high melting point ��62°C� molecules. Li et

al. �23� developed a multifunctional array, which can perform
multiple operations of DPN and AFM imaging. Wang et al. �24�
developed a thermally actuated multifunctional scanning probe
capable of scanning probe lithography �SPL�, DPN, and scanning
probe contact printing �SPCP� simultaneously. Since the probes
were individually actuated, multifunctional operations of pattern-
ing and imaging could be performed simultaneously providing for
high throughput. Bimorph thermal actuation was used for large
actuation, simplicity of fabrication, and low voltage operation.
Salaita et al. �25� developed a 55,000 2D cantilever array �see Fig.
2�b�� in a cross-sectional area of 1 cm2.

2.3 Biological and Single Cell Manipulation. The micro-
nanoscale size of biological materials and components allows mi-
croactuators to play a significant role in the biomedical industry
and in future nanoscale biotechnology �26�. Plant and animal cells
vary in size from 10–100 �m, bacteria 1–10 �m, viruses 10–
100 nm, protein, and DNA 1–10 nm �27�. Cells can be sorted,
grasped �4�, manipulated, and positioned for cell patterning �28�,
characterization of structural and functional properties, genetic en-
gineering, drug delivery, DNA injection, and gene therapy. A num-
ber of techniques for nanomanipulation of biological samples
have been demonstrated including AFM �29�, optical tweezers
�30�, and nanorobots �6�. Microactuators have been used for bio-
logical sample manipulation because they are biocompatible, are
able to securely grasp and register cells at desired locations, and
do so without the bulky equipment or interfering fields associated
with optical and electrical manipulation techniques.

Chronis et al. �4� made an electrothermally actuated SU-8 poly-
mer microgripper that successfully gripped and positioned a

Fig. 1 „„a…–„d…… Reproducible assembly of CNT-enhanced AFM
supertips using topology-optimized microgrippers †2‡

(b)

Fig. 2 Dip pen nanolithography showing „a… deposition of ink
molecules †21‡ and „b… massively parallel „55,000… DPN with 2D
cantilever array †25‡
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10 �m diameter single cell in aqueous media. The SU-8 polymer
allowed for up to 11 �m opening of the gripper for a temperature
change of less than 32°C and an applied voltage of �2 V. Kim et
al. �5� demonstrated force controlled single cell manipulation us-
ing a microgripper in aqueous media with force resolution in the
nanonewton range. The silicon-based microgripper �Fig. 3� uti-
lizes an electrothermally activated V-beam design for gripper ac-
tuation and is integrated with two independent differential capaci-
tive sensors along the in-plane axis �i.e., x-y axis�. Force detection
down to �40 nN was achieved. Microscale magnetic tweezers
were shown to maneuver magnetic probes inside living cells with
applied forces in the piconewton range �31�. Inoue et al. �32�
developed a “microhand” tool for extraction of cytoplasm and
mechanical properties measurement of cells using AFM.

Future advances in microactuators will also enable significant
breakthroughs in the medical field. For instance, the use of micro-
actuators for minimally invasive surgery will lead to less damage
of tissue during delicate surgeries and faster recovery of patients.
Feed back control systems will allow precise surgery to be per-
formed at regions not accessible by human hands and existing
microtools. In addition, the large-scale microfabrication of low-
cost surgical tools can provide health care at an affordable cost.

3 Types of Actuation and Capabilities

In this section, we give an overview of the different types of
MEMS-based actuation methods. Graphical performance charts
developed by Bell et al. �33� provide a quantitative comparison of
MEMS-based actuators in terms of maximum force, displacement
capability, resolution, and natural frequency. A detailed review of
actuators for micro- and nanopositioners can be found in Hubbard
et al. �34�. Performance of the actuators is delineated based on
range, resolution, footprint, output force, speed of response �band-
width�, and electrical drive considerations. Table 1 summarizes
their results in terms of application to nanoscale manipulation. It
is worth noting that electrostatic and electrothermal actuators are
the most widely used actuators for nanoscale applications. This is
because of their straightforward integration with standard MEMS-
based fabrication processes, relatively small footprint, and design
simplicity. Piezoelectric actuators, on the other hand, are capable
of subnanometer positioning resolution and microsecond response
times, but are primarily used in the design of nanopositioning
stages, in particular, for SPM �7,35�. Progress has been made in
development of thin film based piezoactuators �36�; however, is-
sues of residual stress �37�, reliability, and lifetime stability re-
quire further research. Reviews of piezoactuators across scales are
widely available �7,35�, thus this article focuses on electrothermal
and electrostatic microactuators for nanoscale applications.

3.1 Electrothermal Actuation. Electrothermal actuators op-
erate on the principle of Joule heating and differential thermal
expansion �38�. In particular, an electrical closed-loop is formed
by designing the actuating mechanism to consist of a hot and a
cold arm. The difference in the heating of each arm induces strain
and thus mechanical deformation. The U-beam actuator shown in
Fig. 4�a� is the most common design �39�. On the other hand, in
the bimorph type �Fig. 4�b��, mechanical motion is achieved by
the differential expansion of two or more dissimilar materials
bonded together and having large variation in coefficient of ther-
mal expansion �40�. Typically, electrothermal actuators are suit-
able for large deflection �up to 20 �m�, with output force in the
micro- to millinewton range �10 �N–10 mN� and operating

voltage well below 15 V. These actuators exhibit the smallest
footprints ��1 mm2� making them suitable for a wide variety of

(b)

Fig. 3 „a… SEM image of silicon microgripper with integrated
force sensing and demonstrated control down to 40 nN. „b…
SEM image of microgripper performing cell transport and align-
ment †5‡.

Table 1 Classification of actuators by type with key character-
istics to be considered for nanoscale applications „based on
the results of Ref. †34‡…

Characteristics Electrothermal Electrostatic

Force 10 �N–10 mN 10 �N–100 �N

Displacement Large �20 �m� Small to large �2–50 �m�
Voltage Low �0–15 V� Med. �20–100 V�
Bandwidth Low ��500 Hz� High ��kHz�
Footprint �mm2� �1 �1

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of electrothermal actuators showing „a… U-beam actuator
where higher expansion of the hot arm results in deflection toward cold arm side; „b…
bimorph actuator that operates on the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficient be-
tween aluminum and silicon †40‡
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nanoscale applications. However, the high temperature
�200–600°C� may be undesirable for certain temperature sensi-

tive applications. An extensive review of electrothermal actuators
can be found in Ref. �41�.

3.2 Electrostatic Actuation. Electrostatic actuators operate
on the principle of Coulomb attraction due to the application of a
bias voltage between two plates �moving and fixed� �34,41�. Two
configurations are shown in Fig. 5. The interdigitated or comb
drive arrangement produces parallel �Fig. 5�a�� or perpendicular
motion �Fig. 5�b�� of the moving plate with respect to the fixed
plate. For the simplest parallel-plate configuration �Fig. 5�c��, the
capacitance C gives a measure of the stored energy, which is a
function of the plate area A, permittivity of the medium �o, and
distance between the plates d. In general, the output force is a
nonlinear function of the gap between the plates. The operating
voltage ranges from 20 V to 100 V. Electrostatic microactuators
provide higher positioning resolution ��1.5 nm� and faster re-

sponse �microsecond range� as compared with electrothermal ac-
tuators. Because of their straightforward fabrication, small foot-
print ��1 mm2�, and low power consumption, they find potential

use at the nanoscale. However, they are not preferable for in situ
manipulation in electron microscopes as electric fields due to high
voltage may interfere with the imaging electron beam.

3.3 Basic Design Considerations. The design and application
of MEMS-based microactuators must take into account size, range
of motion, force, resolution, power, dynamic response, reliability,
repeatability, environment, and cost.

3.3.1 Size. Small actuator dimensions enable the tool to inter-
act with nanoscale components. For practical considerations, the
gap between the arms in a parallel beam is 1–2 �m for effec-
tively manipulating 1D nanomaterials such as alignment of carbon
nanotubes on a surface �43�. Bimorph actuators with 400 nm
width have been designed �44� and future requirements will ex-
tend minimum feature dimensions to the sub-100 nm range. Also,
sufficiently small dimensions provide accessibility required for
characterization of nanocomponents in scanning and transmission
electron microscopes. However, small actuators are also more dif-
ficult to handle and interact with from a user point of view.

3.3.2 Range of Motion and Applied Force. Selection of the
displacement range and force depends on the type of application.
For example, gripping force required for detaching a 50 nm sili-
con nanowire from a substrate varies from 100 �N to 500 �N,
depending on its orientation and position �45�. On the other hand,
some applications, such as nanopositioning stages, may require
large motion �several micrometers� for assembly operations.
Achievable force and displacement depends on stiffness of the
geometric structure, which reduces significantly with small di-
mensions. This necessitates highly optimized geometric design
within the small design space.

3.3.3 Actuation Resolution. The resolution of a microactuator

is governed by the ability to control the input source affecting
actuation and noise level of the supplied voltage/current source.
Displacement resolution ��0.1 nm /mV� with high precision mo-

tion control is required for ultrafine positioning of actuators.
Therefore, voltage or current amplifiers must exhibit low noise
levels to enable the highest possible actuation resolution. Under
feedback control, low noise is advantageous as it maximizes the
tracking accuracy �7�. Sensitivity of electrothermal and electro-
static microactuators is a function of position since both have a
quadratic relation between voltage and position. Therefore, posi-
tioning precision varies with the input voltage/current source.

3.3.4 Contact and Force Sensing. Contact and force detection
at subnanonewton levels are imperative to prevent any damage to
the fragile actuator and deformable sample. This becomes ex-
tremely important in the nanoscale environment where surface
and intermolecular forces such as electrostatic, van der Waals, and
capillary forces on the order of nanonewtons to micronewtons
become dominant �46�. To date, few studies of force sensing
methods, such as piezoelectric �47� and capacitive sensing �5�,
have been explored. Microactuators with integrated high-
resolution force sensors will remain a challenge into the near fu-
ture.

3.3.5 Power. Low power, energy efficient microactuators that
operate at lower working temperatures or dissipate less heat have
reduced nonlinear effects such as plasticity and drift. Particularly,
high peak temperature in electrothermal actuators can induce plas-
tic or viscoelastic response �i.e., for polymers such as SU-8 �48��,
which hinders repeatable performance. Designs that minimize
power consumption are desirable.

3.3.6 Fabrication and Material Selection. MEMS-based fab-
rication processes have extended to a wide range of materials.
Ashby’s methodology for material selection of bimaterial electro-
thermal �49� and electrostatic actuators �50� provides a very good
reference on material selection. For example, in the case of elec-
trostatic actuators, it is suggested that diamond, alumina, silicon,
silicon carbide, silicon nitride, and silicon are suitable for high-
speed, high-force actuation; polymers for large displacement, low
actuation voltage; and aluminum for low resistivity, low-force,
high-speed actuation. Thus, design trade-offs must take into ac-
count various properties including elastic modulus, electrical re-
sistivity, fatigue strength, density, conductivity, and thermal ex-
pansion.

3.3.7 Micro- and Nanoscale Surface Interaction. Surface
forces such as adhesion and capillary forces strongly depend on
the environmental conditions �51�. An increase in adhesion forces
due to humidity may induce stiction of contacting surfaces. Also,
temperature fluctuations can change the dielectric properties of
piezoelectric actuators. Electrostatic forces may be generated be-
tween the substrate/environment at ground potential and charged
actuator arm/sample causing loss or damage of the sample. In the

Fig. 5 Schematic diagram of electrostatic actuator showing „a… comb drive actuator
with perpendicular motion relative to the fixed plate, „b… comb drive actuator with parallel
motion relative to the fixed plate, and „c… parallel-plate capacitor showing change in
capacitance as a function of plate area and gap between them †42‡
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case of ionic environments, high voltages ��2 V� will lead to

electrolysis �4�. Thus, the environmental conditions and appropri-
ate isolation are critical in the design of microactuators.

3.3.8 Replacement and Cost. Microactuators are fragile due to
their small size and would require frequent replacement for prac-
tical use in a large-scale manufacturing process. Specific applica-
tions would need dedicated actuators and positioners that are low
cost and easily replaced, such as the �Hexflex �$2 U.S. per de-
vice� �52�. Therefore, actuators with simpler design, ease of re-
placement, and low cost are directly linked to the future afford-
ability of nanocomponents.

In summary, considering the above design requirements, in-
cluding extremely small forces required for handling nanocompo-
nents, highly complex nanoscale dynamics �53�, and small dimen-
sions; a small change in input parameters, material property,
boundary conditions, geometrical design, fabricated dimensions,
and environment can lead to a drastic variation in operating per-
formance. For example, robust performance �displacement� of the
actuator varies significantly ��50%� with a change in air gap

between actuator and substrate from 2 �m to 350 �m �54�.
Therefore, microactuators require a systematic design approach
with careful consideration of design features and parameters.

4 Design, Modeling, and Analysis

In this section, a review of the state-of-the-art design of micro-
actuators is provided. Various microactuator designs are discussed
including U-beam, V-beam, bimorph, compliant mechanism, em-
bedded skeleton-based polymeric actuators, comb drive, and
scratch drive actuators. Challenges associated with modeling and
analyses are discussed. Finally, experimental methods for perfor-
mance measurement of microactuators are summarized.

4.1 Microactuator Design

4.1.1 U-Beam Actuator. The conventional electrothermal ac-
tuator known as the Guckel, U-beam, or pseudobimorph actuator
�Fig. 6�a�� consists of a “hot” arm, a “cold” arm, and a flexure
�55�. The hot arm is designed with a narrower conductive path
than the cold arm, which increases the current density leading to
higher Joule heating. This results in differential expansion and
in-plane deflection toward the cold arm side. A thin flexure on the
cold arm side amplifies the deflection; however, a large reduction
in width leads to high temperature. The optimum length of the
flexure is within 10–15% of the total arm length �56–59�. Addi-
tionally, higher thickness increases out-of-plane stiffness, which is
required to prevent unwanted torsion of arms, frequency-

dependent cross-coupling effects, and misalignment in operations
such as manipulation of a CNT. In the various designs studied
�56–59�, for geometrical parameters of arm length l

=200–250 �m, cold arm width wc=10–15 �m, hot arm width
wh=2–3 �m, and thickness h=3–5 �m, deflection on the order
of 15–20 �m could be achieved at voltages less than 10 V and
peak temperature within 600°C. Scaling down the actuator di-
mensions �l=38 �m, wh=350 nm, wc=1.5 �m� produced lower
but reproducible deflection up to 350 nm for voltages up to 145
mV �60�. U-beam actuators have demonstrated high reliability
�3�106 cycles within the specified fatigue limit of �2 �m from
equilibrium position �61��. However, the actuator has a single
mode of operation, being “open” or “closed,” as it deflects toward
the cold arm side. Also, high temperature ��200°C� is experi-

enced at the end-effectors that can damage the sample. Another
design of the Guckel actuator with current flow in parallel mode is
shown in Fig. 6�b�. It produces deflection toward the hot arm side;
however, deflection achieved is less �62�. Furthermore, such an
arrangement is not suitable for gripping applications on account of
electrical interconnection at the distal end.

Higher deflection can be achieved by adding another hot arm in
series with the cold arm, as shown in Fig. 6�c� �63�. The current
flows only through the hot arms. In this double-U-beam design,
the cold arm and flexure are passive elements �no Joule heating�
resulting in large temperature differential and higher deflection.
Another method demonstrated to increase deflection is by lower-
ing the peak temperature of the hot arm by increasing the width of
the central region �64�, as shown in Fig. 6�d�. This improves the
deflection by providing a higher power handling capability. Also,
deflection can be enhanced by depositing a highly conductive
metal thin film on the cold arm �59,65�. This reduces the thermal
resistance and increases deflection by approximately 103%. Incor-
poration of nanoparticles in a nickel actuator has also shown re-
duced power consumption ��73%� and increased reliability by

improved properties �66�.
Tunabilty of open and closed motions can be achieved with

uniform width beams as shown by the six different modes of
operation in Fig. 6�e� �43,47,67�. However, this design provides
lower gripping force as compared with the conventional U-beam.
Out-of-plane bending may be observed for low aspect ratio
�thickness/width� structures. Double-U-beam actuators with geo-
metrical parameters of l=200 �m and 100 �m, w=2 �m, and
t=2 and 5 �m could achieve deflection up to 3 �m. Shorter
length and higher aspect ratio designs generate large force out-
puts, but high temperature ��900 K� is required to close the gap.

Out-of-plane U-beam designs �68� are configured with the hot

Fig. 6 Top view of U-beam actuators: „a… U-beam actuator „in series… where differential
expansion of the hot arm results in deflection toward the cold arm, „b… U-beam actuator
„in parallel… deflection toward hot arm side †62‡, „c… double-U-beam „current path in outer
and inner hot arms only… †67‡, „d… hot arm with wide central region for higher deflection
and lower peak temperature †64‡, and „e… double-U-beam with uniform hot arms enabling
six different modes of operation †43‡
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arm positioned above the cold arm, as shown in Fig. 7�a�. In the
bidirectional vertical actuator �69� �BDVA� shown in Fig. 7�b�,
two U-shaped arms �top and bottom� are connected at the free
edge. Current flow through the top U-arm produces a vertical
deflection toward the bottom arm. Figure 7�c� shows a two-
degree-of-freedom �DOF� �i.e., horizontal and vertical� design
�70�. It is configured with four equispaced parallel hot arms an-
chored to the substrate at one end and connected to each other by
a rigid central shuttle at the other end. The outer and inner arms
are at different elevations. By regulating the current flow in the
hot arm, the microactuator can deflect in both horizontal and ver-
tical directions. For example, Elbuken et al. �70� demonstrated
deflection up to �2.4 �m in the horizontal �in-plane� direction
and 8.2 �m in the vertical �out-of-plane� direction at an input of
8 V for a 200 �m long actuator.

4.1.2 V-Beam Actuator. The V-beam design is configured with
chevron structures placed symmetrically on either side of a mov-
able central shuttle, as shown in Fig. 8�a�. Joule heating of the
chevron structures imparts a rectilinear motion to the shuttle. Mo-
tion range of the shuttle can be increased by longer V-beams

within thermal buckling limits. The V-beam design provides flex-
ibility in controlling the peak temperature and gripping force by
increasing the beam’s cross-sectional area. Increasing the number
of V-beams can increase the output force. Displacement of the
V-beam actuator can be improved by varying the cross-sectional
area �contouring� of the hot arm along the actuator length �71�.
The contouring provides a more uniform temperature distribution
along the length, which can lower power consumption and peak
temperature. Also, contouring reduces the thermal errors thereby
increasing the actuator accuracy required for nanopositioning ap-
plications �71�.

4.1.3 Bimorph Actuator. The bimorph design consists of two
or more dissimilar materials bonded together �41,44,72�. Bimorph
thermal actuators are advantageous because of their large actua-
tion range ��50 �m� and low voltage operation. Simplicity of

fabrication and large array integration makes them suitable for
parallel processing and large throughput applications. For ex-
ample, 55,000 2D cantilever arrays in a cross-sectional area of
1 cm2 have been used for DPN �25�. However, the thermal cross-
talk, �23% deflection due to heat transfer from adjacent actuators
�20� limits the pitch distance ��90 �m� between adjacent micro-

actuators. The output force is low as thin bonded materials are
required for actuation. Displacement amplification by cascading
bimorphs has been reviewed by Geisberger et al. �41�. However,
such amplification schemes are not suitable for controlled motion
required in nanoscale applications. Also, considering the ex-
tremely thin material thickness ��0.3 �m�, it is difficult to inte-

grate sensors required for closed-loop feedback control �73�.

4.1.4 Compliant Mechanism. Compliant mechanism based de-
signs transmit motion by elastic deformation of flexible structures
�74,75�. In electrothermal compliant mechanisms �ETCs�, elastic
deformation due to thermal expansion �prismatic joints� provides
the actuation force and revolute joints �hinges and flexures� am-
plify the motion. Moulton and Anathasuresh �62� demonstrated
various ETC mechanisms by combination of U-beam actuators for
lateral translation and expansion. In their design, the U-beam de-
flects toward the hot arm side by passing current in parallel con-
figuration �Fig. 6�b��. Such an arrangement used in a 3DOF planar
micromanipulator is shown in Fig. 9�a�. Figure 9�b� shows the
6DOF �-hexflexure �52� ETC mechanism with motion ranges
of 8.4�12.8�8.8 �m and 19.2�17.5�33.2 mrad, and a
displacement resolution of 0.1 nm/mV. The relatively large dis-
placement and high resolution are highly suitable for nanoposi-
tioning and manipulation. Tsai et al. �76� made a systematic study
and proposed 28 different feasible configurations to transform the
conventional rigid links kinematic macromechanism to ETC
mechanisms.

ETC designs have been developed by topology optimization
�2,77–80�. Topology optimized design uses a finite element based
method with a multiparameter optimization algorithm for the op-

Fig. 7 Schematic diagram of „a… out-of-plane unidirectional motion U-beam actuator
†69‡, „b… bidirectional U-beam actuator †69‡, and „c… two degree-of-freedom „in-plane and
out-of-plane… U-beam actuator †70‡

(a)

Fig. 8 „a… Schematic diagram showing array of chevron struc-
tures for the V-beam actuator and „b… SEM image of a V-beam
actuator used for nanoscale tensile testing with an integrated
load sensor †14‡
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timal material distribution inside a fixed domain. Multiparameter
optimization maximizes the deflection for particular design stiff-
ness �rigidity required for stability and gripping force�. The dis-
tinct advantage of topology optimization is creation of an “active”
region and a “passive” region and thus avoids interference of ac-
tive region current, temperature, and stresses on the sample �80�.
The “active region” behaves as the actuating mechanism subjected
to high stress and temperature and is close to the anchors. While
the “passive region” acts as the compliant mechanism providing
range of motion. A topology-optimized electrothermal actuator de-
signed by Sardan et al. �2� �Fig. 10� provides a higher gripping
force and lower end-effector temperature within the same geomet-
ric domain of the double-U-beam microactuator. Deflection up to
1 �m and gripping force of 18–20 �N were achieved at an end-
effector temperature of 229°C.

4.1.5 Embedded Structure-Based Polymeric Electrothermal
Actuators. Polymeric electrothermal actuators, usually SU-8
based, provide low handling force, large displacement, and low
operating voltages, making them advantageous for handling and
manipulation of nanoscale and biological applications �4,82,83�.
However, they exhibit slow response because of their lower ther-
mal conductivity. A novel concept of embedding structures within
silicon �Fig. 11�a�� improves the heat conduction rate providing
for uniform distribution �48,84,85�. Also, confinement of the poly-
mer inside the high-aspect ratio silicon structure leads to higher
displacement, higher stiffness, and less out-of-plane motion. For
example, a silicon skeleton microgripper �440 �m long and
85 �m wide� achieved single arm displacement of 34 �m at an
input voltage of 4 V with an average temperature of approxi-
mately 170°C �48�. A 2DOF configuration of an embedded
structure-based polymeric actuator �17 �m, 196 �N and 11 �m,

814 �N displacement and output force in in-plane x- and
y-directions, respectively� is shown in Fig. 11�b�.

4.1.6 Comb Drive Actuator. Motion of the comb drive actua-
tor is controlled by the equilibrium of the electrostatic force and
spring force �spring stiffness in x-direction Kx� of the suspension
system. For the parallel motion actuator, electrostatic force in the
x-direction �see Fig. 12� is given by Eq. �1�,

Fx =
n�t

d
V2 �1�

where n is the number of comb pairs, t is the thickness of the
plate, d is the gap spacing, � is the permittivity of the medium,
and V is the voltage.

Increasing the number of comb pairs, reducing the gap spacing,
and increasing the voltage can increase the force output. Thin
fingers with smaller gap spacing increase the power density; how-
ever, slender comb fingers may deform individually and contact
each other �86�. The gap spacing is also limited due to the pull-in
instability condition �87�. Under this condition, the stable dis-
placement occurs for Ky �Ke, where Ky is the spring stiffness in
the y-direction. Ke is the negative spring constant defined by
Hirano et al. �88� as the “derivative of the electrostatic force in
y-direction with respect to the spacing between comb fingers in
lateral direction” �y-direction� �89�. A modified relation for pull-in
instability is developed by Chen et al. �90� that includes a toler-
ance factor that accounts for minor deviations due to microfabri-
cation and environmental disturbance. In general, under normal

conditions the maximum stable displacement �x
max is given by

�87�

Fig. 9 SEM images of ETC using arrays of U-beam actuators: „a… parallel
3DOF planar micromanipulator †62‡ and „b… 6DOF �-hexflexure nanoposi-
tioner †52‡

Fig. 10 SEM image of the electrothermal actuator designed by
topology optimization, which demonstrated pick and place ma-
nipulation of CNTs †81‡

Fig. 11 Schematic diagram of embedded structure-based
polymeric actuator. „a… Basic configuration consisting of a
polymeric expander „SU-8…, a meandering shaped skeleton „Si…
and thin film heater „Al…. „b… 2DOF microgripper configuration
made of embedded structure-based polymeric actuator †84‡.
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�x
max =

1

2
� L0

2 +
2Ky

Kx

d2 −
Lo

2
�2�

which is a function of the spring stiffness in the y-direction Ky, the
spring stiffness in the x-direction Kx, the length of overlap Lo, and
the gap spacing d between the fixed and movable electrodes. Dif-
ferent methods for increasing the stable displacement as men-
tioned by Hou et al. �89� include �i� shifting the maximum of
suspension system �Fig. 13�a��, �ii� negative spring constant re-
duction �Fig. 13�b��, and �iii� minimum of spring constant shifting
�Fig. 13�c��.

The mechanical design of the suspension system is most impor-
tant for large displacement comb drive actuators. Since the driving
force does not change with motion, linear spring stiffness Kx is
desirable for compliance in the x-direction and high stiffness ratio
Ky /Kx is required to avoid pull-in instability for large displace-
ment. The clamped-clamped beam �Fig. 12�b�� provides a high
stiffness ratio Ky /Kx; however, stiffness Kx is linear in the small
deflection range only �91�. The crab-leg flexure �Fig. 12�c�� im-
proves the linear range of spring stiffness Kx; however, stiffness
ratio reduces at higher displacements �91�. The folded-beam de-
sign �Fig. 12�d�� is better than both the crab-leg and clamped-
beam configuration; however, Ky decreases at higher displacement
�91,92�. Hybrid spring �Fig. 12�e�� with folded-beam �90�, tilted
folded-beam �87�, and prebent-tilted-beam �93� shifts the maxi-
mum of spring stiffness Ky and improves the displacement, as
shown in Fig. 13�a�.

Proper design of the comb structure, such as thickness and
number of comb pairs �Eq. �1��, improves the force performance
of the actuator. Linear variation of the comb finger length, as
shown in Fig. 14�a�, can enhance the displacement by reducing
the equivalent electrostatic spring constant �Fig. 13�b�� �93�.
Methods such as varying gap spacing to obtain linear, quadratic,
and cubic electrostatic force curves that vary similarly with restor-
ing spring force �F=k1x+k2x2+k3x3� also improve the displace-

ment �94�. For example, a two-segment comb structure with two
different gap spacings has shown 70% improvement in displace-
ment �95�. Recently, a novel method of cascading three comb
drives, as shown in Fig. 14�b�, demonstrated a 200% increase in
displacement �96�. Another method is addition of a secondary
comb actuator, as shown in Fig. 14�c� �89�. Voltage is initially
applied to the primary actuator and shifted to the secondary ac-
tuator when it is engaged. This reduces the equivalent electrostatic
force �Fig. 13�c�� and leads to displacement improvement.

Comb drive actuator arrangement with higher DOF is required
for applications like nanopositioning. The common arrangement
for bidirectional movement consists of four actuators positioned
around a central stage, as shown in Fig. 15�a� �95,97–99�. A

Fig. 12 „a… Schematic diagram of comb drive actuator with different sus-
pension systems: „b… clamped-clamped beam, „c… crab-leg beam, „d… folded-
beam, „e… hybrid spring, and „f… prebent-tilted beam

Fig. 13 Methods of improving displacement of comb drives
†89‡: „a… shifting the maximum of spring stiffness, „b… reducing
the equivalent electrostatic constant, and „c… minimum of
spring constant shifting
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spring suspension system, usually folded-beam or clamped-
clamped beam, provides the restoring force. High lateral stiffness
of the suspension system provides decoupling of motion between
the orthogonal directions. While reduced stiffness of the tethering-
beam connecting the stage to the comb drive allows motion for
the orthogonal movement. However, lower stiffness has disadvan-
tages of end-effector rotation, lower resonant frequency, lower
bandwidth, and complex dynamics �99�. In serial kinematics
mechanism �SKM� design, actuation of one-stage �x-direction� is
carried within the second stage, which provides actuation in the
orthogonal direction �y-direction�. However, such an arrangement
results in a low dynamic response system with additional prob-
lems of electrical connectivity �99�. Parallel kinematics mecha-
nisms �PKMs� �99,100� with comb drive actuators and flexure
arrangement, as shown in Fig. 15�b�, provide increased motion
range, high structural stiffness, and a balanced mechanical struc-
ture �101�. The PKM nanopositioning stage shown in Fig. 15�b�
achieved translation of 15 �m at 45 V at a natural frequency of
960 Hz. The three-axis nanopositioning �97� shown in Fig. 15�a�
�in-plane comb drive actuators and out-of-plane parallel-plate ac-
tuators� achieved �12.5 �m in the x- and y-directions at 30 V
and 3.5 �m in the z-direction at 14.8 V. A novel piezoresistive
feedback system, essential for closed-loop control, is integrated in
the nanopositioning stage developed by Sun et al. �95�.

Comb drive actuated manipulators require suitable amplifica-
tion mechanisms that can convert the micrometer motion into sub-
nanometer step displacement with high repeatability and force
output �102�. Flexure-based mechanisms that convert the linear
motion of the comb drive to rotary motion of the arms for grip-
ping applications suffer from reduced force output due to me-
chanical conversion and large motion �103�. Combination of lin-
ear and vertical comb drive actuators with linear and torsional
springs is challenging in terms of fabrication and has limited mo-
tion ��1 �m� �104�. Comb actuation of a single manipulator arm

with integrated capacitive force feedback has demonstrated ma-
nipulation of micrometer-scale particles ��100 �m� �105�. A

nanometer positioning resolution �0.15 nm� comb drive arrange-
ment with a symmetric toggle and lever amplification mechanism
and capacitive feedback, as shown in Fig. 16 �102�, achieved a
motion range of �2.55 �m with a force capability of 98 �N.

Another variation of comb drive actuators is the parallel-plate
arrangement shown in Fig. 5�b�. However, in such an arrangement
the displacement is limited to one-third of the initial gap
��2 �m� due to pull-in instability �106�. Methods for improving

the displacement are leveraged beam and stress stiffening �107�,
folded capacitor method �108�, current drive �109�, voltage drive
�110�, and the two-beam method �106�.

4.1.7 Scratch Drive Actuator. Scratch drive actuators �SDAs�
�111� generate high force ��100 �N�, large displacement

��100 �m�, and nanometer positioning resolution ��10 nm�
�112�. They can operate over a wide range of speeds
�70–250 �m /s dependent on amplitude and frequency of the in-
put signal�. Warping motion of the SDA due to electrostatic force
imparts motion to the stage, as shown in Fig. 17. However, volt-
ages may be as high as 290 V with motion detection at 60 V in
addition to complex circuit design �111�. Also, the upward-
downward and impact motion �due to warping� may not be suit-
able for gripping and precision nanoassembly operations.

4.2 Modeling of Microactuators and Related Challenges.
Analytical models provide insight on device performance, and the
models can be used to determine the critical design parameters
affecting the performance of an actuator. In this section, a brief
review of the analytical models and related challenges for micro-
actuators are provided.

4.2.1 Analytical Models. Numerous analytical models have
been cited in the literature for the electrothermal in-plane U-beam
actuator �56,57,113�, out-of-plane U-beam actuator �69,114�, and
V-beam actuator �71,115�. In general, the solution for temperature
distribution is obtained by considering the balance between Joule
heating and the three primary modes of heat transfer: conduction,

Fig. 14 Comb drive actuators displacement enhancement methods: „a… SEM image of
linearly engaging teeth and prebent suspension †93‡, „b… schematic diagram of three-
stage cascading configuration †96‡, and „c… sequential engagement of primary and sec-
ondary comb drives by voltage switching †89‡

Fig. 15 Schematic diagram of nanopositioning stages with comb drive ac-
tuators: „a… three-axis MEMS nanopositioning stage with z-axis motion by
parallel-plate actuator †97‡ and „b… parallel kinematic four bar mechanism
with flexure hinge configuration †99‡
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convection, and radiation. For example, consider a control volume
for a microcantilever above a substrate, as shown in Fig. 18. Un-
der steady-state conditions, the heating of the element due to the
Joule effect balances the heat loss from the element �e.g., due to
conduction� �56�,

Qx + QJoule = Qx+dx + Qsubs �3�

In particular, the two conduction terms Qx and Qx+dx are propor-
tional to the spatial temperature gradient �dT /dx� at the bound-

aries of the control volume. The heat generated by the Joule effect
depends on the element’s resistivity and the current density. Heat
transfer via conduction to the substrate is impacted by the shape
of the element and the thermal resistance between the cantilever
and substrate �116�.

Equation �3� can be reduced to a second order differential equa-
tion and the temperature distribution is solved by applying tem-
perature boundary conditions �56�. The temperature distribution is
considered as one dimensional �56�, where temperature varies
along the length and is uniform across other dimensions. This
assumption is valid for Biot number less than 0.1 �117,118�
�10−5–10−6 for microactuators�, which indicates higher heat flow
along the length as compared with other directions �71�.

With knowledge of the temperature distribution by solving Eq.
�3�, the linear thermal expansion of the arms can be calculated
from the average change in temperature. Next, various methods
such as the force method �56� or matrix displacement method
�113� can be used to calculate forces, moments, and deflection of
the microactuator structure.

It is emphasized that heat lost due to radiation is a mere 1%

even at high temperature ��1000°C� �57�. Also, based on Huang

and Lee’s �56� analysis, heat energy due to resistive heating is 28

times higher than heat loss due to radiation at an operating power

of 30 mW. Similar analysis with and without convective and ra-

diation heat transfer depicts minor variation ��10°C� in tempera-

ture profile only at high temperatures ��600°C�, primarily due to

radiation �113�. At the microscale, considering the extremely

small characteristic dimensions, the Grashoff �119� and Rayleigh

numbers �118� �readers are directed to Ref. �12� for a brief de-

scription of microscale heat transfer and significance of the di-

mensionless numbers�, which signify free convective heat trans-

fer, are significantly low ��10−8�. Therefore, convective heat

transfer is not included in most models. Also, microactuators are

designed to operate at low power �low temperature� and heat

transfer due to radiation can be neglected. Under conditions of a

small air gap ��2 �m� between the microactuator and substrate,

as shown in Fig. 18, conductive heat transfer is dominant instead

of convection �typical conductive heat-transfer coefficient

�15000 W /m2 K and convective heat-transfer coefficient

=100 W /m2 K �118�� �57�. Also, conduction takes place through

the anchors, which is analytically modeled by temperature bound-

ary conditions.

Analytical models for the various electrostatic designs can be

found in the cited references in Sec. 4.1. The simplest electrostatic

Fig. 16 Solid model of a comb drive nanomanipulator with amplification mechanism and demon-
strated motion range of ±2.55 �m with 0.15 nm resolution and force capability of 98 �N †102‡

Fig. 17 Schematic diagram of the high force and displacement capable scratch drive actuator „SDA…:
„a… basic configuration showing warping motion of the SDA controlled by amplitude and frequency of
input voltage †41‡; „b… microtranslational table operated by SDA with voltage applied to the SDA by a
meshed electrode †112‡
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actuator is the basic parallel-plate capacitor. The electrostatic at-
traction force between the two plates is proportional to the gradi-
ent of the stored electric energy. The force is given by �120�:

F =
CV2

2d
�4�

where C is the capacitance, d is the separation distance between
the two plates, and V is the applied voltage. It is noted that the
force drops off considerably with the separation distance d; thus
the force generated by electrostatic actuators is most effective
over small ranges.

Electrostatic actuators are often designed such that one movable
plate is supported by a mechanical spring or flexure with spring
constant km. In this case, under low frequency or constant applied
voltage, the actuator experiences an equilibrium displacement in
which the electrostatic force balances the spring force �120�.

4.2.2 Challenges. Analytical models for electrothermal micro-
actuators are generally one dimensional and include simplifying
assumptions. For example, the empirical relation for conduction
shape factor is approximate and sometimes overestimates the
cooling and gives lower bound predictions �115,121�. Resistivity
is often assumed to vary linearly with temperature �56�. Also, it is
difficult to include nonlinear terms such as temperature-dependent
properties, thermoelastic deformation, and radiation due to the
complexity of obtaining a closed-form solution. Due to these sim-
plifications, research has shown 10% deviation in deflection from
experimental data �56,115�. Analysis by Enikov et al. �115�
showed 12.5% error in deflection without considering nonlinear
thermoelastic deformation. Hickey et al. �118� reported 50% de-
viation between experimental and transient responses due to non-
linearity in experimental measurement, temperature dependency
of properties, and one-dimensional approximation of the analyti-
cal model. Thus, microactuators for nanoapplications require im-
proved performance prediction, which may not be available from
simple analytical models.

Appropriate modeling and boundary conditions are critical for
electrothermal microactuators, especially for the complex heat-
transfer mechanisms at the micro- and nanoscales. Thermal
boundary condition �TBC� at the anchors can be applied in two
different ways �122�: �i� ambient temperature TBC �called essen-
tial boundary condition �EBC�� with anchors acting as heat sinks
when the substrate is thermally grounded with large mass at am-
bient temperature; otherwise the �ii� natural boundary condition
�NBC� is applied by modeling an insulating medium “restricting
heat loss to substrate.” The NBC model shows 66.5% higher de-
flection and is 400% more energy efficient than EBC boundary
condition. The heat-transfer mechanism also changes with varia-
tion in air gap between the microactuator bottom surface and sub-
strate �117�, i.e., convective heat transfer for large air gap
��450 �m� �122�, while conduction dominates at small air gaps

��2 �m� �118�. Different approaches have been followed for

modeling the convective and conductive heat transfer. Krecinic et

al. �48� used empirical relations for free convective heat transfer
on a horizontal cylinder with an effective diameter calculated
from the characteristic �length and cross-sectional area� dimen-
sions. Mankame and Ananthasuresh �122� used an empirical cor-
relation given by Mills �123� for determining the temperature and
size dependent convective coefficients. The correlation had to be
extrapolated due to lack of published data for Rayleigh numbers
for microstructures. However, a recent study by Ozsun et al. �12�
speculated on the validity of free convective heat transfer consid-
ered in various studies �48,59,64,68,122�. They also investigated
and compared macroscale and microscale heat transfers by tran-
sient thermal analysis both in fluid �convection� and solid medium
�conduction�. Free convective heat transfer, which depends on the
Rayleigh number, is typically small for microstructures and can be
neglected.

Conduction is cited to be the only mode of heat transfer for
electrothermal microactuators �12,56,57,119�. For modeling con-
duction, Geisberger et al. �119� used a three-dimensional finite
element �FE� model where conductive air elements were used in
the air gap between the actuator and substrate, and hot arm and
cold arms. However, this makes the computational domain more
complex. An approximate approach to model conductive heat flux
as a boundary condition is by substituting an equivalent convec-
tive thin film coefficient 	 calculated based on one-dimensional
analysis of the heat conduction from microactuator to substrate
�122,124�. An experimental approach for computation of 	 devel-
oped by Oszun et al. �12� is based on determination of the thermal
time constant �time required to reach thermal equilibrium� time
required to reach maximum deflection�. Boundary layer thickness
can then be calculated based on the empirical relation with ther-
mal time constant. Computational fluid dynamics based on the
boundary layer thickness and characteristic dimension of the mi-
croactuator gives the convective thin film coefficient. However,
this method relies on accurate measurement of the thermal time
constant by high-resolution temperature measurement methods.
Despite the advances, consistent, simpler, and effective modeling
guidelines are still lacking for electrothermal microactuators.

Very few studies for extracting parametric forms of
temperature-dependent material properties for use in FE analysis
of electrothermal microactuators have been developed �119�. Also,
considering the small dimensions of microactuators, material
properties vary significantly from the bulk material �125� and re-
quire reliable and accurate testing methods. Material properties
such as electrical conductivity, thermal conductivity, Young’s
modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion, specific heat, resistiv-
ity, and convective heat coefficient may vary ��20–130%� with

temperature �122�. Therefore, assuming constant properties shows
large variation in performance �deflection versus power� with ex-
perimental data �121,124�. Sensitivity studies on a nickel V-beam
actuator with variation �0–55000 W /m2 K� in temperature de-

pendence heat convection coefficient depicts 1492%, 995%, and

24% influence on displacement, temperature, and electrical cur-
rent, respectively, while a 15–30% variation in thermal expansion
coefficient and resistivity show 7–30% variation in displacement,
temperature, and electrical current �126�. However, change in
Young’s modulus and thermal conductivity does not have much
impact. For boron-doped single crystal silicon �SCS�, temperature
dependence of resistivity and thermal conductivity are included in
the model as they vary by a factor of 3 in the operating range of
temperature �71�. The above facts clearly highlight the signifi-
cance of using accurate material properties and their variation
with temperature for designing high performance and robust elec-
trothermal microactuators.

The key challenges in analytical modeling and analysis of elec-
trostatic microactuators arise from the need to account for the
various types of nonlinearities, which may be induced due to
spring force, electrostatic force, thermal heating, residual stress
and dimensional variation in microfabrication �127�. Under such
conditions, design tools for modeling the mechanical spring based

Fig. 18 Schematic diagram showing heat transfer „conduc-
tion… from a control volume with internal Joule heating; convec-
tion is neglected
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on a linear assumption, small deflection theory, and two-
dimensional analysis without including beam rotation can lead to
significant design errors �91,107�. Out-of-plane rotation can cause
misalignment of the comb fingers leading to pull-in instability. In
compliant mechanism, improper design of the suspension system
with reduced stiffness can lead to “nondeterministic motion” and
end-effector rotation �99�. Also, considering the small dimensions
of the structures high stress in flexures and hinges may cause
stress stiffening and plastic deformation.

In general, analytical models for the electrostatic microactua-
tors do not include effects of fringing fields, parasitic capacitance
due to layout, ground plane levitation effects, and deformation of
moving plate, all of which can vary the electrostatic forces by a
large magnitude �108�. The fringing field becomes significant
when the gap spacing between the electrodes cannot be neglected
in comparison to the lateral dimensions and for typical cases the
electrostatic forces can increase by 25% �86,128�. In addition,
modeling and control in the presence of the various parasitic ca-
pacitances and parameter uncertainties are extremely challenging
�129�. For actuators driven by multiple voltage sources, dynamic
pull-in instability may occur due to the instantaneous application
of voltage �130�. Casimir force and van der Waals force are seen
to be dominant in the small dimensions �100 nm range� and affect
the pull-in voltage �131�.

Performance analysis due to variation in profile during micro-
fabrication seem to have significant effect on the electrostatic
force, displacement, and damping of the electrostatic microactua-
tor �9,10�. For instance, relative displacement was 1.58 times the
design displacement due to tapered etching profile of the flexures
and comb-electrodes �10�. Therefore, a closer performance predic-
tion can be obtained by three-dimensional mapping of the actua-
tor. Although, simple analytical models can be developed for ta-
pering profiles but complex three-dimensional shapes by FE
analysis will lead to a predictable design.

4.3 Sensing and Experimental Methods for Actuator Per-
formance Characterization. Accurate and reliable methods give
feedback for optimized design and fabrication of the microactua-
tors. A brief overview of the different methods used for measure-
ment of motion �displacement�, force, temperature, and dynamic
characteristics is given in this section.

Motion measurement with nanometer accuracy and fast re-
sponse speed is required for microactuator performance evalua-
tion at the nanoscale. Computer vision methods using charged
coupled device �CCD� with robust motion estimation algorithms
have demonstrated resolution better than 10 nm �132�. Motion
resolution less than 3 nm is reported by Liu et al. �102� using a
high magnification optical lens with a commercial digital camera.
Laser Doppler systems �133� are advantageous as they can mea-
sure arbitrary motion �resonant frequency and transient velocity�
compared with image processing methods, which detect periodic
repeatable motion. However, the discrepancy at higher amplitudes
needs to be improved. Interferometery-based techniques that op-
erate on the change in fringe pattern have been used for measuring
out-of-plane deflections �70�. For in situ position measurements
inside high-resolution SEM, micromanipulators with 1.55 nm res-
olution and nanopositioning stage with a resolution of approxi-
mately 0.25 nm were used �43,67�. A list of commercially avail-
able manipulators with details on motion range, degree-of-
freedom, and resolution can be found in Ref. �74�. Some novel
methods such as epifluorescence microscopy with positional ac-
curacy in the range of 4 nm have potential use in the future �134�.

Measurement of forces ranging from piconewton to millinew-
ton can be done by methods such as cantilever-based sensors,
acupuncture needles, AFM probes, and MEMS-based capacitive
force sensors that are summarized in Refs. �135–137�. The sensi-
tivity of cantilever-based method depends on the beam stiffness
and its accurate calibration. The AFM probes used for measure-
ment of stiffness have demonstrated resolution down to 0.1

pN/nm �138�. MEMS-based capacitive sensors are advantageous
with their multiaxis force measurement capability, high sensitivity,
and wide range from millinewton to piconewton �136�.

Submicron scale spatial resolution temperature measurement
methods are required for mapping the temperature distribution in
electrothermal actuators. Sweep and sampling methods that relate
the temperature-dependent resistance change with voltage for
measurement of steady-state temperature and response are inad-
equate �48�. Thermography-based methods provide spatial reso-
lution �1.5 �m; however, bias errors are present due to depen-
dence on emissivity. A near infrared wavelength �450 nm� detector
coupled with a CCD camera with less dependence on emissivity
and higher resolution has been studied by Teyssieux et al. �139�.
Raman microscopy has been used for temperature measurement
and imaging within a spatial resolution of 0.5 �m �140�. How-
ever, Raman microscopy needs extended exposure and is suitable
for steady-state conditions with demonstrations up to approxi-
mately 100 �s temporal resolution �141�.

The dynamic response of an actuator reveals important infor-
mation such as resonance frequencies, operating bandwidth, and
potential cross-coupling effects. During the initial design phase,
finite element analysis tools can be used to predict in-plane and
out-of-plane mode shapes and resonant frequencies. Experimental
characterization is often performed by exciting the actuator and
measuring its response to create frequency response functions.
Commercially available dynamic signal analyzers in conjunction
with optical displacement sensors are specifically designed to ac-
quire frequency response functions over a wide range of operating
conditions. Scanning laser vibrometers are now capable of mea-
suring structural mode shapes in 3D for MEMS devices such as
microcantilevers �142�.

5 Fabrication Techniques

There is a wide range of MEMS-based microfabrication tech-
niques and materials that are used to create the microactuators.
Integrated circuit �IC� and MEMS microfabrication techniques are
at a mature level and are well documented. For in-depth reviews
and details of microfabrication techniques and materials, Refs.
�143–145� are recommended. Here, we briefly discuss several
general microfabrication processes and associated issues that must
be considered for the microactuator fabrication.

5.1 Microfabrication. Selection of the microactuator fabrica-
tion process depends upon the specific application, material, tol-
erance, and size of features �e.g., thickness and aspect ratio�. Bulk
micromachining is preferred for structures with thickness greater
than 10 �m and surface micromachining for thinner structures
�1�. Surface micromachining �144� is a method of depositing sac-
rificial layers and structural layers combined with selective etch-
ing and patterning to fabricate complex microstructures
�1–10 �m� thick �1�. Significant advantages of this method are

thinner structures with higher tolerance and smaller footprint.
However, mechanical stress may be developed in the various de-
posited layers �103�. Bulk micromachining is a process combining
layer deposition, etching, and patterning of a single crystal, typi-
cally a silicon substrate, to machine out the geometry of the mi-
croactuator. The two most common methods employ silicon-on-
insulator �SOI� based and single crystal reactive etching and
metallization �SCREAM� processes.

SCREAM utilizes reactive ion etching �RIE� to fabricate sus-
pended structures that are released from a silicon wafer. The key
steps involve transfer of a pattern to a silicon oxide layer on
silicon followed by RIE to a specified depth to form the device
structure in silicon. A conformal passivating material layer is de-
posited over the device structure. A small gap at the base of the
device structure is made by an additional RIE step followed by a
final etch to release the structure. SCREAM typically uses a single
mask process for fabrication of metal microactuators. A silicon
nitride layer can be used as an etch mask, a sacrificial layer for
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releasing microstructures, and as an electrically insulating layer
for metal electrodes. A drawback of the SCREAM process is that
it can create residual stresses in the device structure due to the
conformal deposition step that can cause unwanted buckling or
fracture of the device structure. The residual stress problem is an
even more important consideration for submicron and high-aspect
ratio features.

SOI processes are now most commonly used in MEMS fabri-
cation, especially for fabrication of microactuators �2,43�. SOI
wafers consist of a handle layer, silicon dioxide layer �typically
1 �m�, and a device layer �typically chosen to be the thickness of
a microactuator�. SOI processes involve patterning of the silicon
device and handle layers into the desired device geometry fol-
lowed by a selective etch through the handle layer and sacrificial
oxide to release the device structure �e.g., typical process for fab-
rication of cantilever actuators�. One significant problem in the
use of SOI substrates is the variation in silicon layer thickness and
uniformity; as a result, material properties and device perfor-
mance can vary significantly. There has been considerable
progress made in reducing variation with the introduction of the
Smart-Cut® process �146�. Uniformity better than �3 nm has
been achieved; however, a key challenge remains to achieve
�1 nm thickness uniformity.

Micromolding processes, including �i� Hexsil, �ii� HARPSS,
and �iii� LIGA lithography, electroplating �galvanoformung�, and
molding �abformtechnik� are used for fabricating high-aspect ratio
microstructures �1�. The Hexsil process begins with RIE trench
etching of silicon. This is followed by deposition of oxide and
structural �polysilicon� layers. Then, the sacrificial layer is re-
moved by etching and the polysilicon structural layer can be re-
leased. The LIGA process begins with deposition of a sacrificial
layer on a substrate with a seed layer �metal plating�. A sheet of
polymethyl methacrylate �PMMA� is coated on the substrate,
which is then exposed selectively to X-Rays through a suitable
mask that absorbs X-Rays. This process transfers the pattern onto
the PMMA that now acts as a mold. Structural material �metal�
can then be deposited in the mold. Dissolving the PMMA crystal
in a suitable solvent releases the microstructure. One drawback of
LIGA is the need for high-energy X-Ray sources, such as synchro-
trons or linear accelerators that are of limited availability and high
cost. Standard photolithography of SU-8 is a much less expensive
alternative and has similar capabilities as LIGA.

5.2 Nanofabrication. As microactuator features scale further
down in size and future development of nanoactuators progress,
nanofabrication approaches must be considered. Patterning meth-
ods include electron beam, focused ion beam, extreme UV, soft,
and nanoimprint lithographies �147�. Soft lithography, also known
as microcontact printing, is an extremely versatile approach for
fabrication of chemical and biological applications where pattern-
ing and modification of polymer surfaces predominate. Nanoim-
print lithography has a minimum feature resolution less than 10
nm while the other methods approach 20 nm. Recently, nanoim-
print lithography has demonstrated wafer scale patterning of
sub-40 nm and high-aspect ratio ��50:1� silicon pillars �148�.
Scanning probe lithography approaches, including scanning tun-
neling microscopy �149�, atomic force microscopy �150�, and dip
pen �21�, have potentially the highest resolution ��1 nm� using

atomically sharp probe tips; however, these processes are rela-
tively slow and low throughput. Progress to increase throughput is
being made. Recently, polymer pen lithography has demonstrated
large area printing and patterning with relatively high throughput
by utilizing 11�106 tips in the form of a soft stamp �151�.

6 Future Directions

Further research is required in various aspects of new design
tools, materials and fabrication processes, force modeling and
simulation, control and automation methods, parallelism, and scal-
ability for large-scale operations.

6.1 Advanced Design Methodologies. The small design
space available for microactuators imposes a major challenge to
obtain an optimized design satisfying the strength, stiffness, dy-
namic response, and deflection required for various nanoscale ap-
plications. A minor change in the design and modeling parameters
can result in a drastic change in the operating characteristics. Un-
der such conditions, advanced design methods such as FE with
optimization techniques �152�, topology optimization with pertur-
bation based design �153�, and genetic algorithms �154� can pro-
duce optimized output such as force, flexibility, and displacement
by solving the multiobjective and multiconstraint function. Manu-
facturing tolerant design �155� and reliability-based optimization
methods �156� that include fabrication uncertainties such as pro-
file variation due to irregular etching can ensure robust perfor-
mance. Also, advanced approaches such as meshless methods
show promising potential to address the numerical errors and de-
generate solutions for the highly complex, nonlinear, multiphysics
microactuator problem �157�. Therefore, further advancement of
design tools with integrated optimization techniques will be re-
quired well into the future.

6.2 Physics-Based Modeling. Design guidelines for heat-
transfer mechanisms, boundary conditions, and conduction shape
factor for electrothermal actuators have not been well established.
Also, as actuator size scales down to the nanoscale level, the
Thomson effect becomes significant as compared with conduction
and radiation �11�. This effect must be accounted for in analytical
and finite element models.

Physics based continuum mechanics and molecular dynamics
models need to be developed to accurately predict the nanoscale
forces and the actuator tip-sample interaction. Simulation of the
forces under different operating modes such as pushing, pulling,
bending, orienting, and detaching that take into account the effect
of material properties, surface topology, and environmental effects
is required for accurate performance prediction. Such simulations
will promote development of alternative nanomanipulation ap-
proaches including noncontact handling systems such as electro-
static and magnetic levitation techniques �158�.

6.3 Material Properties and Fabrication. The scope of im-
proving the performance of microactuators will depend signifi-
cantly upon the utilization of various material combinations and
potentially the unique properties of new nanostructured materials.
However, material properties at the nanoscale differ from the bulk
properties. A material databank of material properties at nanoscale
is not available. Further, there has been limited investigation in
extraction of temperature-dependent material models required for
accurate prediction of the actuator performance. In addition, fu-
ture developments have to include new measurement standards
and procedures for consistent and reliable data �159�. Fabrication
methods need improvement in various aspects including high-
yield batch fabrication, high-aspect ratio feature uniformity, mini-
mum process deviations, minimum residual stress, high strength,
and fatigue properties.

6.4 Control, Sensing, Automation, and Scalability. Large
scale manufacturing with high throughput requires an array of
microactuators. This entails development of in situ performance
measurement methods and inspection techniques for online moni-
toring. Additionally, advanced control schemes �for multi-input,
multi-output systems� are needed for precision operation. Auto-
mated tool changing systems are also required for handling the
multiple microactuators for different operations and replacement
of damaged microactuators.

Integrated contact and force sensing methods have been dem-
onstrated, but are mostly limited to piezoresistive and capacitive
based sensing. Higher resolution, sensitivity, and bandwidth are
required. In summary, challenges exist in highly parallel actuation
and sensing capabilities in terms of assembly, electrical connec-
tion, programming, and control.
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7 Conclusion

Nanoscale manufacturing is an emerging field that requires
tools and processes capable of precisely positioning and manipu-
lating nanoscale components and materials. This paper reviewed
the state-of-the-art in microactuators and related issues in their
design, fabrication, and application for nanoscale manufacturing.
The basic design considerations for operation of the microactua-
tors at the nanoscale were discussed. Emerging challenges in
modeling, analysis, and performance characterization based on a
review of the literature were elaborated. Current and emerging
applications of microactuators for nanoscale manipulation and
nanobiotechnology were reported. Future directions have been
identified to address limitations of the emerging tools.
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